Dec 10th 1940

New York

Dear Doctor,

Having seen you about my new. Good health for M.
Climatic arthritis? I take the dietary
Dont you? I am a near
years of age. WeightHeight
have been using a cane for
2½ years. Do the doctors use this
use it yet on the hip joints? Does
this affect the knee any? Do

then when used by private
doctors. you clipping well

Little daughter once hit up on
bad und fixed nothing
about the heart? Please advice what you think unless it creas to had up here. Dear Clepping to the New York Journal, Sunday Dec 7th, May have here taken from paper I agree. Thaunting you will no advance hope it turns out me of the bars of the Art. JV Cares for Cancer. Cares in days, serves much Red Alice. Rheumatic Case is back. Is there a diet needed to please worse. Season's Greetings to you both. Sincerely yours.